**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**WWW keeping M'ers in tune with CB**

**Dear Editor,**

Just writing to let you know delighted I was to find out you are now on the web. My family and I moved to the Middle East in August of 2007 and I've missed reading your weekly newspaper. To get my fix of Shoreline I've had them sent from home. Now you've made it easier than ever to keep in touch with you.

Thanks and keep up the great work.

Cathy Ralph

Doha, Qatar, Arabian Gulf

---

**Don't hate the dog**

**Dear Editor,**

My name is Susan and I live in the ever so glamorous town of Topsail. I have become really upset and extremely hurt by the reaction to my dog by certain members of my community. I have a Rottweiler named Max. Every now and then...very rarely I might add...I tie my dog onto my front porch (he can't get off the step) I understand that people get afraid when they see him...especially if he barks (he's going to bark...he's a dog) He is very intimidating...a giant compared to most dogs with a poor perception thanks to the media. Did anyone know by the way that Golden retrievers attack more than any other dog breed? That's 30 for now.
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